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This overview contains some main points, we hope it will serve you. 

This will enable you to find and locate the given information more easily. 

It gives you something tangible to help studying, and applying the material. 

 

Meditations, prayers and affirmations, intuited from the retreat have been added. 

Use this as you see fit, and where it serves you & feel free to leave it where/if it doesn’t. 

 

 

 

The guides and teachers coming forward in this retreat 

aim to change false beliefs  

and inspire you to go forward on your path. 
 

  

    Recommendations for listening  
 

• Listen at least twice to all the recordings to deepen and integrate the material further, 
    also there are always things that glitch through 

• Take notes if you wish, this can be literal, or things that come to mind when, 
     or after listening: insights, idea’s, intuition, inspirations 

• Listen to each session first, before reading the notes here 

    Keep the surprise element! 

• You may lay down when listening, when you’re totally relaxed  
   you may perceive guidance on a deeper level 

 



 

 

Recommendations for studying 
 

• You can print this Study Guide and use it for study, meditation and reflection. 
Put it somewhere visible, easy to reach (on your table or next to your computer). 

• Study it in full contemplation, feel the meaning of the words, and apply them to yourself. 

• Take some words from this Manual few times a day and let them resonate 

 

 

SESSION 1 
 
 
 

You’re not alone here ! 
There are a multitude of high frequency beings wanting to connect & communicate. 

 
Come into your flow, and absolute state of well-being so you can receive. 

This takes Surrender, Awareness, Relaxation and Self-care . . . 
 

Raise your frequency so the connection can be made: 
- remove stumbling blocks 
- come into pure presence: being and feeling 
In that state your guidance system can work for you. 

 

• What brings you into your flow ? 

• What are your stumbling blocks ? 
 
 

Ananda and your personal guides give you inspiration and guidance in the form of: 
dreams, feelings, emotions, intuition, sensations, impulses, hunches, ideas, and knowing. 

 

• Which intuitive guidance have you been receiving ? 

and in which form ? 

 
 



 

    STOP  

 

 

 

         WHY  

 You are not them ! 

 You are you ! 
• Everyone has their own path 

• Everyone has his unique gifts and contributions he/she can make to the whole. 

• Different lessons to learn, different ways to learn them, different experiences. 

• they have a different set of guides and teachers 

• and a different blueprint 
 

You are not anyone else, and you are where you are now, and where you are now. 

Bring Love, Acceptance, Prayer, Gratitude and Forgiveness to that situation. 

 
 
 

Being more loving is being more honest. 
 
Be more honest to others 
Don’t hold things within you (also little things) express yourself and free yourself 
It’s worth the investment of time ! 

 for your peace of mind 

 pureness & honesty in all your friendships, contacts   
(colleagues, neighbors, friends, anyone). 

 

• Be more loving, what would love do ?  

• What would radical honesty do/express ? 

• What would be the biggest form of self-love in this 

  situation ? 
 



 

 
When something keeps nagging within you (positive or negative). 

This has meaning. It can be solved, cleared out. 
 

Listen to this small voice in your mind, and express it. 

This can be in action or in communication (or both) 
Action: to apply for a job, send an email, to try something new, get something done 

Communication: an idea, proposal or annoyance, confusion, upset with your friend or boss) 
 
 
 
 

Trust impulses and inspirations. 
Reclaim old aspects of yourself. 

What did you enjoy doing as a child ? 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

You are all uniquely designed to bring to this earth, to bring to this place; 
Your passions, your Visions to things that you love. 

 

What are your passions ?  

And, how can you put your visions in it ? 
 
 
 
 

 



 

OK, NOW HOW TO INTEGRATE THIS ? 
 
 
 PUT THIS LITTLE REMINDER SHEET ON YOUR FRIDGE 
 
 

 Focus on     Vs 
 

• Abundance, creativity   Fear 

• Conscious Choices    Regret 

• Discipline (= conscious intention)  Anger 

• Introspective intention   Hate 

• Surrender     Judgement 

• Prayer 

• Love 

• Self-care 

• Self-love 

 

 Reaching out to people who love you / who you love. 

 Get some things done you’ve been slacking off for a while. 

 Ask for help when you need it. 

 
 

REMINDER 
 

The more I’m in alignment with Love the better the better I feel. 
 
 
 

INTENTIONS  
 

Stop wishing that you are other than you are. 
 

Surrender to the moment 
“I’m never going to regret anything in life anymore 
not blame anymore (not anybody, including myself) 

gonna accept myself in this place and work from here.” 
 

“I’m going to focus on what I appreciate, and what is beautiful,  
what is kind, what is fertile, what is abundant.” 

 
 



 

 

 MEDITATIONS 
  

1. Close your eyes. 
 Fully embrace yourself now (energetically). 
 All your thoughts, bodily sensations and where you are now. 
 

2. Close your eyes & give yourself an energetic hug. 
 

3. Close your eyes 
Surrender to what is 
and what is not 
Bring peace to all impressions of today (and all year/ things that bothered you) 
 

 
 

  

4.   Sit or lay down in any comfortable  position  

 
 Close your eyes 

 let every situation  

    that’s not serving you  

         relax from your mind,  

              release from your energy system 

 allow yourself to let it go, to bring love to it 

 Embrace the lessons fully,  

   and forgive,  

       bring love to the lessons and situations (energetically) 

 Feel the sensations of Love, Acceptance & Peace. 

 

5. The last 5 minutes of Session One, 

    contains a meditation one may do before bed-time. 
    you may pen the instructions here 😊 
 

 

 

 

 



 

                                                                 MEDITATION 

 

6. Sit on a chair 
(knees hip width, ankles below your knees,  
back straight and relaxed) 
 
 

 Close your eyes 
 

 Right hand (palm) just below your heart center 
 

 Left hand just below that on your solar plexus  
  (touching the right one) 

 

“My Guides comfort and inspire me” (internal recitation) 
while feeling the left side on your body on a soft exhale 
 

“My Guides comfort and inspire me” (internal recitation) 
breath this through your body 

  
________________________________________ 

 
 

CREATIVE IDEA:    
print this little piece  & put or hang this next to your bed 

(one can paste it on a piece of cardboard) 
 
 

BEFORE GOING TO SLEEP 
 

Ananda = hundreds of guides, teachers and loving ET’s) 

There are so many of us. And we will be working with you when you go to sleep 

 

You can call us in before you go to sleep: 

 

“Show me what I need to see.” 

“Show me what is the most important thing for me to learn.” 

“Show me what I need to work on.” 

“I am open to insights about how to handle this situation.” 

“How to overcome this difficulty.” 

 

Doing a relaxing 15 min before bed relaxation or meditation helps. 

As well as a meditative/relaxing evening. Time to let everything go! 
 



 

 

Daily practice: 
(can be in meditation or writing) 

 

 List of things you’re thankful for and to  

 Things you did well / that WORKED OUT this year, week, day and commend yourself for it 
 

• Things you regret not doing (earlier), DO IT NOW 
and express yourself to people if something is (still) bothering you 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HOMEWORK 
 

Devote yourself to something consistently, calmly 
and in full surrender for e.g. 2 hours a week or day. 

You’ll notice absolute results ! 

 

Slow and steady is the way. The steady horse wins the race. 

 
 
 
 
 

PRAYERS 
 

“I allow the right people, places and opportunities come to me. 
By relaxation, trust, faith and an open mind” 

 
“I ask for a Miracle”  

(which is the shift of mind / perception) 



 

AFFIRMATIONS 
- they only work when you really feel them - 

 

 
 

“I am open to go forward 
I am open for new opportunities 
I am open to let old things go” 

 
“I’m open to let old thoughts and beliefs, go.” 

 
“I’m not gonna blame anyone anymore.” 

 
 
 

If you regret / grief something: 
 

“Something good will come out of this” 
 

“I’m still on my path” 
 

“Possibilities are infinite and unexpected” 
 

“The solution will come in right time.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Positive affirmations for self-soothing 
 

“I am still learning.”  

“It will be OK.” 

“Possibilities can be infinite and unexpected.” 

“I’m not gonna blame myself anymore.” 

“This might not matter or even be positive in your future.” 

“This is a bouncing off place.” 

“This contrast evokes more clarity and focus in me.” 

 
 

 



 

SESSION 2 
 

Talks about the shadow government, loving and dark ET’s, global governance on your planet. 
Mentions the banking families who were often on both sides of the many wars. The mass media 

influencing your consciousness as well is that from the collective. ACIM is the remedy. 
The laws of creation are discussed, us creating the world with our consciousness. 

The travel of our galaxy and solar system in space. 
 
 

 

Will vaxed parents experience more stillborn babies? 
Yes, absolutely the numbers show this. Don’t lament, the soul opts out and finds a healthier 
option of body and DNA somewhere else. A logical and sound choice. 

 

Free will vs karma/destiny? 
Blueprint* and big events in your life are planned.  * talents, birth family and country, physical make up 

You have creative and conscious choices within that frame. 
 

Lots of your actions & choices come your subconscious and unconscious mind.  
So good to make those more conscious:  impulses, distractions, escapes, addictions, deep rooted beliefs, 
thought patterns. 
 

Your beliefs may be based on the past and current reality. 
Strive to go beyond that, and create and think new. 
 

Which thought patterns do you wish to break ? 

 
 

 
forgiveness practice 

 

How can I look at evil people in a more loving way ? 
close your eyes, see those beings in a loving light 

 

“it must not be easy for them” 

“everyone makes mistakes” 

 

“I’m not gonna dim my own lights for them” 

(dimming my lights in the form of attacking thoughts) 

 
 
 



 

SESSION 3 
 

 

IDEAS / HOMEWORK 
• Keep an idea journal 

• Make sketches of dreams (or collage) 
 
  

REMINDER 
 

Allow everybody else to do what they are doing. Stay in your lane ! 
It’s your job to create your own life, to feel your emotions, to come to understand yourself, 
 and your reactionary patterns. 
 

it’s not your job to mold, push or prod someone to your expectations. 
 
Are you investing time in your own life ? 
 

If you’re creating your future today,  and you have 20 min free,  what would you do ? 
What can I focus on,  in this moment,  that will benefit me in the future ? 

 
 

QUESTION TO ASK YOURSELF 

What are you doing with all the freedom you have ? 
 

“So glad to be out of school, so now I can CHOOSE what to do, what to study, what to read, 
how so spend my time and energy.” – OK, WHAT ARE YOU DOING WITH IT ? 

___________________ 
 

Challenges = you being given the chance to grow ! 
 

Ascension 
Ascension is now a group event, because of 
the end of a spiritual season (and of a bigger 

cycle as well). Now many beings get to 
chance (being challenges and changes) to 

grow. Prior it was also possible, but it 
happened on a more individual/solitary level. 

It’s like an graduation exam, if you’ve been 
surrendering and working on your spiritual 

path steady for years things might be fine. If 
not, extra effort might be needed. 



 

 

SESSION 4 
  

 CHECKLIST  

 
✓ Buy (or order) food from a local farm. Some of them also send packages! 

o Invest in alternative systems. 
 

✓ Invest money or digital currency into tangible material stuff like houses. 

o Materials will be harder to come by in the future. 

 

✓ Integrate physical exercise 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IDEA 
 

PUT THE HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENTS, 

INTENTIONS AND REMINDERS, 

THAT YOU WISH TO WORK ON,  

ON YOUR FRIDGE, AS A CHECKLIST 
 
 
 
 

Q & A 
 

Implications of Marijuana legalization for society 
It’s just to keep people numb (like all other distractions, addictions and escapes that are offered) 
Current plant is to strong, original one was more subtle. And only for occasional use. 
 

Gives you a good feeling, a glimpse of what is possible. 
o How can you get that feeling without the addiction ? 
o What led to you having a not good, or empty, tired (angered, tensioned) feeling ? 

Which led you to go into your addiction ? 
 

If you continue to grab to the impulse, distraction or addiction you will not work on the 
underlying problem. You will not heal yourself. 
 

This is a drug-promoting society. Look at big sections of alcohol in supermarket (and medical 
system). 



 

How to get rid of dark ET influence on earth ?  
Dissolve our own darkness. 

Waking up of the masses & planting seeds. 

 

What is dark matter? (in the universe)? 

The unconscious, and all emotions coming out of fear. 

When this dissipates, dark matter will become less and less. 

The solution is to become fully conscious. 

 

Where can you be more conscious ? 
 

 

Should I vote ? 
You can still vote, but withdraw your (emotional) energy from this. It’s hopeless. 

Invest your energy in your passions, local government and surroundings/community. 

 

Meditation vs ACIM 
ACIM is the active deconstruction of the Ego Mind. 

ACIM is active forgiveness. 

Meditation gives calm and can integrate your energy, into another state of being. 

 

 

How to balance money & spirituality ? 
Money has been invented to interfere with your creativity & freedom. 

There was bartering of products, services, skills and values. 
 

Don’t feel guilty about earning money. You can invest it in self-care, expansion. 

And to help other beings and make things possible for others. 

Where can you contribute ? 
 

Balance yourself, your mind, your emotions and expenses.  

Create focus, goals, discipline and priorities, before money fluxes in (ideally). 
 

Keep investing in what your passions are, in whatever form you’re inspired to do that. 

If something gives you Joy you align with your blueprint.  

 
 

FUN IDEA 
      Gift one of Tina’s books to a friend, it would make a nice Christmas present. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

SESSION 5 
Carol Channels Xina Allen  - leader of the Blue Avian group 

 
 

This session is a mystical experience one should experience for oneself. Xina talks about the Blue 
Avians trying to contact and aide the Ancient Egyptians and Mayans. Both times things didn’t play 

out as intended. Carol/Xina sings, talks about Blue Avian collective. Also her mysterious Attunements 
are explained. Xina also explains he/she doesn’t actually have name, which is not relevant in higher 
consciousness. He/she is consciousness. A poem being channeled during the retreat is quoted here. 

 
 

Main message 

Come into action and make the mental, spiritual and life-style changes,  

Action will take information into wisdom, and ideas into experience. 

 
Warrior 

 

is one of passion 
a being who has attention and intention focus 

who knows there is something greater than them 
there is direction, there is purpose 

they will make it happen if there’s trail or not 
 

it has nothing to do with killing 
or the current affairs on your planet 
it has to do with drive and passion 

doing that which lights you up 
 

 
www.xinaallen.com 



 

 

SESSION 6 
 
 

Ego doesn’t want you to be happy or embrace the new 
 

the Ego is everything that you have believed and allowed to live in your mind 
the Ego is your creation, it’s what you have allowed. 

 
 

The ego cares what other people think. 
The REAL YOU is Authentic, and is not afraid to express itself, 

And share what is alive in You. 
 

Socially wanted behavior (like in your family) is not authentic. 
People who don’t like your honesty, authentic behavior, and expressions are not a match for you ! 

 
 

If it doesn’t feel good, it’s not.  
Friends or other that were beneficial and matching in the past. 

Might not be like that anymore, even if there are positive aspects 

If it’s not really a match you will feel it, you will notice it. 
 

Ego wants to hang on (to the old) out of attachment or fear,  
while things are not feeling good or equal for a while.  

The old contacts, habits, job, false beliefs that make you miserable,.  
The ego holds on to them for safely, it’s scared to let go . 

 
  

  
 

 It’s your ego that clings  
 to thought patterns, beliefs, anger, upsets, regret, grief  

the real You is already in a NEW phase 
you have to keep up with the new energy your soul is already in 

  

Embrace the NEW 
the OLD is OVER 

 

 



 

“A minute of bravery can change your life” 
it may open doors 

 
Jesus Christ 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

MENTIONED / RECOMMENDED SOURCES 
 

Jesus/Ananda mentioned the teachings of Abraham Hicks several times during this Retreat. 

The teachings of Abraham Hicks and Jesus/Ananda are a great couple. 

You can find Fb groups, quotes, YT videos and books. 

 

In session 6 the Seth Material - by Jane Roberts is mentioned,  

as excellent and in depth material we would benefit from studying. 

Tina studied this material years ago, it was part of her preparation as a clear Channel. 

 

fun note:  
Esther and Jerry Hicks studied the Seth Material for years before Esther became a Channel. 

 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 



 

 

       
   

  Closing words    
 

We aim to evoke a deep self-inquiry, 
and Questioning of Yourself, your Choices &  Priorities, 

for them to be more in alignment with Unconditional Love, Truth and Expansion. 
 

We wish to inspire you to integrate the teachings in your daily life. 
And aid you in aligning with Love, Joy & Creativity in every moment. 

 
We hope you enjoyed this Retreat and benefited from this Study Manual. 

 
with Love, 

Tina, Carol & team 
 
 

 

 

 

 

We thank you for participating in this Retreat 

and your commitment to spiritual growth, love & community 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

If you want to keep immersing yourself in this work, 

and stay updated about current events, wisdom about life and death, 

learn how to cope with the challenges of these challenging times on earth 

. . . become a member to enjoy in depth Live Streams twice a month 

 with loads of Q & A.  Join our nice, supportive community! 

 

 

 
 

 

Follow Tina’s work on:         
 

YouTube          Facebook               Instagram           Website 
 

 

 

 
 

• Read more loving and fascinating material from Extraterrestrials, intended as a 

guide to understand and deal with this crucial period on your planet. 

• Tina channeled a book about Jesus’ Life & Teachings 

• in ‘Great Minds Speak to You’ 20 celebrities share their experience and wisdom 

from the afterlife, and how they look upon life on earth right now . . . 

• Last but not least: check out her gorgeous full color companion book for ACIM! 
 

order her channeled Books 

 

 
 

 

Retreats and Events are held regularly & can be attended both in person as online. 

They always contain compelling information & personal guidance 

the recordings are included in your purchase 
 

another option is to purchase the recordings afterwards 

 

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=channel_description&redir_token=QUFFLUhqbUJzd1pUbXB0VGwybW5vVEtrR0VicFNQM2NmZ3xBQ3Jtc0tuaGY0a2RKdnpYRFQ1UERDbUJHaHNYU0RVTmt5bVlnamt2bVhBYmlCbnVrT2JTT0tqb0lkd3R6b2RGU3N5LXpoeVhlZ1hYSnNKRTBRdUNTcmRIMkRxeHlObzRsWVNQekhyYjNGaVJxWENHb0ZBaEVsbw&q=https%3A%2F%2Fchannelingjesus.mn.co%2Ffeed
https://channelingjesus.com/membership/
http://www.youtube.com/ChannelingJesusAnanda
https://www.facebook.com/TeachingsofAnanda
https://www.instagram.com/jesusandananda/
https://channelingjesus.com/events/
https://channelingjesus.com/books/
https://www.amazon.com/Jesus-Autobiography-Tina-Louise-Spalding/dp/1622330307/ref=sr_1_1?qid=1669578624&refinements=p_27%3ATina+Louise+Spalding&s=books&sr=1-1
https://channelingjesus.com/portfolio/great-minds-speak-to-you/
https://www.amazon.com/Year-Forgiveness-Miracles-Lessons-Commentary/dp/1622330765/ref=sr_1_5?qid=1669578624&refinements=p_27%3ATina+Louise+Spalding&s=books&sr=1-5
https://www.amazon.com/Books-Tina-Louise-Spalding/s?rh=n%3A283155%2Cp_27%3ATina+Louise+Spalding
https://channelingjesus.com/events/
https://channelingjesus.gumroad.com/

